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“Wagele and Stabb are great detectives who will help you
understand your perfect habitat for all you can bring to the
workplace. —Chip Conley, Founder/CEO, Joie de Vivre
Hospitality, and author of Peak Employing the Enneagram
Personality Assessment System, Elizabeth Wagele, author of
The Enneagram Made Easy, and career workshop and events
organizer Ingrid Stabb can help you discover The Career
Within You. Unlike “one-size-fits-all” self-help business
books, The Career Within You provides everything you need to
fully understand your individual strengths, gifts, needs,
and distinct personality traits, and will point you toward a
job uniquely tailored to you. “It will free you to become
the person you know you really want to be,” says Gil
Garcetti, former Los Angeles County District Attorney and
Consulting Producer of “The Closer.”
The Enneagram is a powerful ancient tool used to help
individuals recognize their personality types and thus
understand better their actions, thoughts, and feelings more
intimately.
The Enneagram Personality Typing System made easy and fun!
Here are all nine types of the Enneagram, beautifully
illustrated with rich and vibrant drawings. A quick read,
this book is the perfect introduction for those new to the
Enneagram. Each page of text is paired with colorful
graphics that explain the concepts of the Enneagram in a fun
and friendly way. Ideal for those who learn visually!
Slowing down is not a luxury, it is a necessity Have you
ever felt as though everyone wants too much from you? Does
your life feel so full there is no room to do the things you
enjoy? Do you feel as though life at full throttle is
consuming you? Occupational therapist Angela Lockwood shows
you how to recognise overwhelm and overstimulation, build
habits that help you flick the switch, and re-energise both
your mind and body. With Switch Off and Find Calm, you will
learn to recognise when it's time to switch off and discover
practical ways to make that happen.
The Enneagram Test
Discover the 9 Types of People
The Spiritual Dimension of the Enneagram
What Type Am I?
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The Wisdom of the Enneagram
A No-Nonsense Guide to Using the Enneagram for Growth and
Awareness
Transform Your Connections with Friends, Family, Colleagues,
and in Love
The Essential Enneagram Guide Made Easy to Understand the 9
Personality Types: Improve Self-Esteem and Understand Your
Relationship with Money
A guide to using your Enneagram personality type to understand your
approach to eating, dieting, and exercise • Shows how the Enneagram
system of personality types can explain your relationship to food,
emotional triggers and childhood patterns around eating, food choices,
best methods for weight loss or gain, possible addictions, love (or not)
for entertaining, and the right exercise method to keep you motivated •
Includes an Enneagram food-personality test and explains how
understanding your Enneagram type allows you to alter your
subconscious programming and become not only physically, but
emotionally healthier • Provides examples of healthy and unhealthy
expressions of each personality type’s relationship to food and exercise
Have you ever wondered why some people seem to adore food, while
others find eating simply a need? Why some people just love to work out
and others absolutely abhor anything to do with physical exercise? Why
some love entertaining, while others would rather spend a quiet evening
alone? In The Enneagram of Eating, Ann Gadd reveals how the well-known
Enneagram system of personality types can explain your relationship to
food and exercise. Including an easy Enneagram food-personality test to
find your type, she devotes a full chapter to each of the 9 personality
types. She provides an understanding of each type’s emotional eating
triggers, including the emotional wounds and childhood patterns that
formed them, what exercise regime will keep you motivated, why you
entertain the way you do (or don’t), and the best methods for weight loss
or gain. The author examines how we view our bodies, how we deal with
food and eating, our behaviors when dining out or hosting a dinner party,
possible addictions, and where our enthusiasm (or lack thereof) for
exercise originates. Stressing how our emotional health affects our
physical selves, the author provides examples of healthy and unhealthy
development within each type. Gadd shows how knowing how each type
reacts around food will make it easier for us to alter our subconscious
programming and become not only physically, but emotionally healthier.
Offering fascinating insight into our subconscious attitudes toward food,
she aims to inspire you to become more aware of your approach to eating
in general, so you can develop healthier and happier ways of being.
Discover who you are and who you can be with the Enneagram It's a
natural human instinct to want to know more about yourself: to try to
understand who you are, why you behave a certain way, and how you can
move forward. Enter the Enneagram--a tool for personal understanding
and transformation. This easy guide to the Enneagram will help you
figure out who you truly are and support you on your journey to
becoming your best self. What sets this Enneagram book apart from
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other books on personality types: The Enneagram made easy--Learn
about the origins of the Enneagram, the nine Enneagram personality
types, and how to make sense of the Enneagram symbol. Your Enneagram
type--Start your own journey of self discovery with an easy assessment
that will help you determine your Enneagram type. Exercises for every
Enneagram--Once you learn your Enneagram type, you'll dive deeper into
what motivates you and explore ways to help you grow and to improve
your relationships. Realize your strengths and overcome personal
barriers with The Enneagram Made Simple.
If the viral Buzzfeed-style personality quizzes are any indication, we are
collectively obsessed with the idea of defining and knowing ourselves and
our unique place in the world. But what we're finding is this: knowing
which Harry Potter character you are is easy, but actually knowing
yourself isn't as simple as just checking a few boxes on an online quiz.
For readers who long to dig deeper into what makes them uniquely them
(and why that matters), popular blogger Anne Bogel has done the hard
part--collecting, exploring, and explaining the most popular personality
frameworks, such as Myers-Briggs, StrengthsFinder, Enneagram, and
others. She explains to readers the life-changing insights that can be
gained from each and shares specific, practical real-life applications
across all facets of life, including love and marriage, productivity,
parenting, the workplace, and spiritual life. In her friendly, relatable
style, Bogel shares engaging personal stories that show firsthand how
understanding personality can revolutionize the way we live, love, work,
and pray.
Curious about the Enneagram, but don't know where to start? The
Enneagram Beginner's Guide is a concise starter book for utilizing the
Enneagram of Personality to find true authenticity and develop a better
understanding of others around you. Inside, you will learn how the
Enneagram works and uncover the process to determine your personality
type. Due to its effectiveness in self-discovery, the popularity of the
Enneagram of Personality has grown in recent years. Through
interpreting the structure of the Enneagram, this book shows you what it
takes to become the healthy, confident and effective person you were
meant to be. During my tenure as a couple's therapist, I stumbled upon
the Enneagram with the sole intention of helping my clients. However, as
issues within my own marriage began to emerge, I decided to delve into
the Enneagram for myself. After months of careful study and application,
I was able to discover the intricacies of my authentic self and repair the
fractured relationships in my own life. As I learned the Enneagram's true
power, I decided to write a book to make it easier for beginners to
understand and speed up the process of applying its principles. In this
book, you will discover: - A Comprehensive Overview of How The
Enneagram Works - How The Enneagram Improves Self Awareness and
Increases Intelligence - The 9 Personality Types and Their Distinct
Characteristics - Crucial Strategies to Accurately Determine Your Type How To Improve Your Life and Avoid Self-Destructive Patterns - How To
"Awaken" Your Unique Gifts - The Best Kept Secrets To Improve Your
Relationships By Understanding Others Around You ... And So Much More!
With this guide, you will finally be able to peel back the mask you have
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worn for most of your life to reveal your truest and most authentic self.
What's My Type?
An Enneagram Journey to Self-Discovery
How Seeing the World through the Lens of Personality Changes
Everything
Thorsons Principles of the Enneagram
Reading People
Millenneagram
Understanding the Nine Personality Types for Personal Growth and
Strengthened Relationships
Discover Your Personality Type and Celebrate Your True Self

A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.
“Behold a wonder—a romantic self-help book that is intelligent, upbeat, practical,
useful, winning, and even wise.”—Kirkus Reviews If you want to find your soul
mate, you first have to know yourself. If I’m So Wonderful, Why Am I Still Single?
offers intelligent, practical guidance to singles looking to improve their romantic
relationships—by getting to know their own past patterns and relationship needs.
Readers will find quizzes, case studies, and anecdotes from the author’s
decades of experience as a counselor to both couples and singles. Each aspect
of the book is tailored to help readers figure out what they really want—and learn
not to settle for less. Translated into twenty-two languages, If I’m So Wonderful,
Why Am I Still Single? has become a modern classic that’s helped countless
people understand their own romantic motivations and find the partner they’re
looking for. “Men and women who want permanent partners will benefit from her
‘10 strategies that will change your love life forever’…[an] engaging
guide.”—Publishers Weekly
New from Helen Palmer, a "leading teacher and practitioner of the Enneagram"
(San Francisco Chronicle), the first Enneagram book to give practical advice, in
fascinating detail, on how to have the best possible relationships in love and
business.
How the mysterious nine-pointed symbol of the enneagram illuminates the worst
pitfalls and highest virtues of our psyches. The Enneagram of Passions and
Virtues elucidates human experience beyond the personality structure. In the
tradition of the enneagram, the Virtues are said to be the affective atmosphere
that replaces the compulsive and reactive emotional patterns-called the Passionsas one becomes freer of the ego. Sandra Maitri shows how the shift in our
consciousness, or soul, from being informed by the Passions to being informed
by the Virtues, is one of the hallmarks of inner development. In this book, Maitri
explores how our awareness of the Passions, in turn, leads to the manifestation
of the Virtues. This shift supports rowth on the level of personality as well as on
the level of what is beyond-Being, or True Nature. Maitri is widely known as one
of the most literate and indepth writers and teachers on the uses of the
enneagram as a tool of inner development. In this book she provides what can be
for some an entry into inner work, and for others, who have been engaged in the
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journey for a longer time, a uniquely incisive explication of concepts they may
have missed.
The Enneagram Guide for Discovering Your Truest, Baddest Self
Enneagram (Expanded)
What's Your Enneatype? An Essential Guide to the Enneagram
Personality Types
The Complete Guide to Psychological and Spiritual Growth for the Nine
Personality Types
How to Use the Enneagram to Become the Best Parent You Can Be
What the Dormouse Said
The Career Within You
If you finally want to make peace with yourself, understand why you hate
your co-worker and identify the traits that would make your crush drool
over you, then continue reading... I've always hated personality tests
(probably except the ones about a certain Magic School and its 4 Houses).
Anyways, they seemed like the perfect excuse to start labeling people
instead of spending time getting to know them. One day, tired from the
usual drama at work, I decided to hit the books and learn about ways to
improve my communication with my co-workers. That's when I first came
across the Enneagram. Having studied and used this personality typing
system since has opened my eyes to a framework through which I could
connect with myself and others in a way I would've never imagined. What
benefits can I get from taking this Enneagram Test and finding my type?
You can finally achieve peace of mind by understanding your inner
conflicts. Don't quote me on this, but it's 99.99% likely that you'll also
discover the Enneagram type of the people that mean the most to you.
Thus, you will develop a greater affection and understanding for them
(yes, this includes the annoying co-worker!) Get an edge over the
competition by knowing the kind of traits that would make that hottie
look your way more often. And the kind of traits that would make your
boss give you a raise, or at least stop him or her from firing you. You will
feel more secure and confident in social settings. After all, you'll finally
understand what's happening in the different interactions you see. Most
Enneagram tests can be difficult to interpret and use complex terminology
to explain simple concepts. This book is just the opposite. In this book you
will find: Enneagram types explained in plain English. Easily-digestible
material even for beginners. No woo-woo. At least, very little of it. Wings
and body parts? Yes, we also explain the sub-categories, no worries. A link
for a print-ready PDF version of the Test. Educators, HR people, and
students- I'm looking at you! A pretty accurate description of what love
means for each of the 9 types. Tendencies each of the 9 types have
regarding their work and career. Type-based suggestions for improved
mental health! Act now! Click the 'Add to Cart' button and find your
Enneagram type today!
Discover who you are and unlock your potential with the power of the
Enneagram Fans of Myers Briggs, The Five Love Languages, and
Everything DiSC are loving the Enneagram test. The Enneagram is a
personality typing system that describes patterns in how people interpret
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the world, manage their emotions, and experience their inner lives. The
Enneagram describes nine different personality types and maps each of
these types on a nine-pointed diagram to illustrate how each type relates
to one another. From bestselling books, popular podcasts, online courses,
workshops, even around the dinner table, the Enneagram is having a
moment and is likely here to stay. But what does your number represent?
Are you a three, a seven, a nine, or something in between? And how do you
use your Enneagram number to better relate to loved ones, friends, and
colleagues? Enneagram For Dummies is here to help. Written by
Enneagram expert and author Jeanette van Stijn, Enneagram For
Dummies offers a step-by-step approach for using the Enneagram as a
tool for personal transformation and development. You'll discover: Which
Enneagram type best matches your personality Advice on overcoming
challenges that your personality type often faces Interpersonal skills you
should develop to succeed with people of other Enneagram personality
types Ways to use your knowledge of Enneagram types to navigate the
twists and turns of the workplace How the Enneagram aligns itself with
many of the world's spiritual traditions Whether you're the Helper, the
Investigator, the Peacemaker, or another personality type altogether,
Enneagram For Dummies shows you how to overcome your inner barriers,
recognize your unique gifts and strengths, and truly connect with the
world around you.
What’s Your Enneatype? An Essential Guide to the Enneagram describes
the nine Enneagram types, how to identify your own type and the types of
those close to you, and how to use this knowledge to better yourself, your
relationships, and your greater goals.
The Enneagram is an ancient system for analysing personality types. It is
used by psychotherapists, and spiritual teachers throughout the world.
This guide introduces each type and shows how they can be used for
personal development.
The Visual Enneagram
Using the Enneagram to Free the Soul
The Enneagram
Are You My Type, Am I Yours?
Know Your Parenting Personality
The Essential Introduction to the Enneagram
Slow Down and Regain Control of Your Life
Switch Off and Find Calm

With quizzes and colorful examples, this book gives readers insights
into the special talents and challenges of each type. For readers new to
this system as well as those who use the Enneagram and Myers
Briggs--both of which are based on the Four Temperaments--this fun
and practical book will entertain, instruct, and inspire.
Ignorance is bliss—except in self-awareness. Ian Morgan Cron and
Suzanne Stabile share their Enneagram wisdom and help you grow in
knowledge of yourself, compassion for others, and love for God. Witty
and filled with stories, this unique approach gives you a peek inside
each of the nine Enneagram types, taking you further into who you
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really are and leading you into spiritual discovery.
Hurley and Dobson explore how the wisdom of the Enneagram allows
you to bring out the best in yourself and others. Delving deeper than
other systems of personality exploration, the Enneagram system of
nine distinctive patterns of unconscious motivation reveals the primary
sources of our behavior and the reasons we live as we do. Through
detailed descriptions and discerning self-inventory questions, Hurley
and Dobson make discovering your personality type fun and easy.
They provide simple, proven methods for neutralizing negative
attitudes about self and others and releasing untapped potential.
Armed with the Enneagram's insights, readers learn to transform
weaknesses into strengths, break free of crippling patterns, choose
new ways of relating to others, and enjoy balance and harmony. For
example: The Achiever can move from dissatisfied perfectionism to
effective leadership and become a Pathfinder. The Observer can move
from fear of commitment to curiosity and courage and become an
Explorer. The Helper can move from over-involvement in the lives of
others to mutual relationships and become a Partner. Inspirational,
easy-to-use and practical -- What's My Type? puts the Enneagram
system to work for you.
Knowing yourself helps your child Are you a Helper or an Organizer? A
Dreamer or an Entertainer? Nomatter which of the personality types on
the Enneagram you are,this groundbreaking system gives you the
vision to see the world asyour child sees it-and the power to use this
vision to achieve allof your parenting goals. Know Your Parenting
Personality helps you discover how yourpersonality motivates the way
you behave as a parent and how yourchild's personality interacts with
your own. As an expert onpersonality, Janet Levine has pioneered a
new understanding of theEnneagram based on hundreds of interviews
with parents. You'lllearn how to recognize your greatest parenting
strengths andweaknesses and how to free yourself to become a true
guide andmentor to your child. This invaluable parenting guide
helpsyou: * Establish stronger connections with your child * Eliminate
self-defeating behavior patterns * Deepen parent--child communication
* Reduce stress in your home * Gain self awareness and identify your
parenting strengths * Support the flowering of your child's personality
Read Know Your Parenting Personality and become the parent
youalways wanted to be.
The Enneagram of Eating
My Best Self
A Quick Tour of the Nine Types
How to Find the Perfect Job for Your Personality
Enneagram For Dummies
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Discovering Your Personality Type
The Practical Guide to Personality Types
Using the Enneagram for Self-Discovery
Cultivate deeper relationships--a guide to the power of the Enneagram. We all
relate to the people around us in different ways and understanding those
differences is the key to maintaining healthy relationships. The Enneagram for
Relationships takes the straightforward wisdom of the Enneagram and helps you
understand it so that you can improve the quality of your human connections.
Breaking people down into nine distinct types, the Enneagram is more than a
personality test--it is a tool for understanding who you are and, more importantly,
why you are who you are. Diving deep into each of the types, this easy-tounderstand book provides complete breakdowns of what each one brings to
various relationships, how they interact with other people, and what they can do
to form healthy and fulfilling partnerships. The Enneagram for Relationships
includes: Learn about your type--From the Reformer (Type 1) to the Peacemaker
(Type 9), get a detailed explanation of each personality, what they are like, and
how they function within relationships. From personal to professional--Go beyond
romance as you learn how you can use the Enneagram to improve friendships,
familial bonds, and work partnerships. Be your best self--Discover plenty of
practical advice for addressing your own faults and foibles and living up to your
potential--even as you learn how to navigate the other personality types at home
and in the wild. You can get along better with other people--let the Enneagram
show you how.
The Enneagram for Teens contains many moving accounts by teenagers in their
own words. Teens will see themselves as they discover their personality type and
strengths in these personal and relatable stories. Whether you are a teen
yourself or have teenagers in your life, this book is a must for successfully
navigating the transition from being a kid to becoming an adult.
This book is an introduction to the Enneagram, the nine types of personalities, to
help people to understand the concept of the personality types and how they can
use it to create a better life. You will find what is the Enneagram, a brief history,
how it works and the description of the nine personality types. You will also find a
suggestion on how to use this information. First of all, you will be able to discover
your type and how to use the results to improve your self-esteem and understand
your relationship with money. Once you understand the concept of the
Enneagram, you will be able to recognize people on this nature so that you can
interact and communicate with them better.
A groundbreaking guide centering around the Enneagramthe most popular
system for personality typingpresents a vast array of insight for determining
personality types, from recognizing each type's WakeUp Call and Red Flag to
letting go of selfdefeating habits and reactions. Original.
Relationships Made Easy Through the Enneagram
The Enneagram of Passions and Virtues
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The Road Back to You
Identify Your Type, Gain Insight into Your Personality and Find Success in Life,
Love, and Business
The Definitive Personality Test and Self-Discovery Guide -- Revised & Updated
Enneagram: Step-By-Step Guide to Self-Discovery and Personal Growth with the
9 Enneagram Personality Types
A Fun and Practical Guide to Understanding Yourself and the People in Your Life
The Essential Enneagram

Would you like to get back in touch with your roots and your deepest desires? Do
you desire to build healthy relationships and go back to being yourself?We start
small and innocent in this world; but as we grow older, we realize that life can be
sometimes painful. No one likes pain and it is only human nature to protect
ourselves to cope with pain. It is as if we put on armor; another term for that armor
is personality. The problem is we sometimes think our personality armor is who we
truly are and we, therefore, lose sight of our true selves. The armor that once
protected us often ends up keeping us from being who we truly are and causes all
kinds of problems in relationships, work and life in general. Wouldn't it be nice to be
able to identify what is our personality armor and what is our true self? There is a
way, it's called the enneagram. Most personality assessments tell you what your
type is and what personality is but they don't go as far as to tell you what your
underlying belief system, psychological growth pattern and what your core
psychological issues are. The Enneagram points to the belief system for each
personality type. In this book, I will present to you all the nine types of enneagram
probably in a way you haven't seen or read about before to help you determine your
type. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: → The history of the enneagram and
what it is. → Why study the enneagram? → Importance of the enneagram in
relationships, business, community and in spiritual growth → How to effectively use
the enneagram → Determine your enneagram type by taking the test. → The good
qualities, stressors, and stress behaviors of all the nine types. → How to interpret
the test results. → And much more! Would you like to know more? Scroll to the top
of the page and click the BUY NOW button.
The authors of the popular What's My Type? break through to a dramatic new level
of Enneagram work by exploring the Original -- or Hidden -- Wound and outlining
the recovery of our Repressed Center -- the key to releasing our power to love
ourselves, love others, and put our unique talents to work in the world. Reclaiming
the Hidden Self or Repressed Center completes, heals, and integrates our
personality. Through real-life examples and questions for personal or group use, the
authors detail this soul-making process by which we become rounded, capable of
love, and empowered to create and contribute. Hurley and Dobson explor the three
centers of human intelligence -- the Intellectual, the Relational, and the Creative -and how they operate in our lives. Each of the nine personality types prefers one
center, relies on another for backup support, and represses one center altogether.
The Enneagram challenge is to recover the lost resources of our personality's
repressed center. Freed to be fully intellectual, creative, and relational in our living,
we become able to achieve harmony, joy, love, and creativity.
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Offers profiles of nine personality types, tells how to avoid misidentifications, and
offers advice on becoming aware of one's own personality type.
Do you enjoy being the center of attention? Are you more interested in facts and
figures than in theories? Do you make to-do lists? Would you rather be truthful or
tactful? Do you have a few close friends rather than a wide range of acquaintances?
Are you more empathetic and compassionate than logical and rational? These are
just a few of the questions about yourself that you can answer with What Type Am I?
Based on the classic personality test taken by millions annually, this book will help
you to assess your individual preferences in four basic areas: how you relate to the
world, take in information, make decisions, and manage your life. Now a family
therapist explains this fascinating system in a way that is entertaining and easy to
absorb. Renee Baron takes on the complexity of the sixteen personality types and
makes them accessible, so you can comprehend them, find your own type, and use
the knowledge to enrich your own life. Here is information about individual
strengths and weaknesses along with suggestions for personal growth and
awareness. Whether you are a duty seeker or an action seeker, a knowledge seeker
or an ideal seeker, What Type Am I is insightful, helpful, encouraging, and an
eminently useful step in helping you appreciate your strengths and apply them to
work, love, and life.
The Modern Enneagram
Enneagram Test
The Enneagram for Relationships
The Enneagram Made Easy
Lessons for Grown-ups from Children's Books
The Everything Enneagram Book
Find Who You Are and What You Want in Love, Work, and Relationships in 10
Minutes Or Less! Finding Your Enneagram Type Made Simple.
Don't just love 'em and leave 'em—explore the nine personality types and find the lover, soul mate, partner,
or colleague who's your perfect match! The authors of the popular Enneagram Made Easy takes a
wonderfully witty approach to relationships with this fascinating guide to the Enneagram types and how they
relate to one another. The Enneagram, a renowned personality typing system that is enjoying enormous
popularity, explains why we behave the way we do, providing an important tool for self-discovery and
insight. Are You My Type, Am I Yours? explores each of the nine types and how they interact in love, work,
family, and friendships. Each chapter is filled with intriguing details, witty cartoons, simple personality tests,
and examples of "famous couples" of each type to help discovery and appreciate your own type and those of
the people you've involved with—or could be. The 9 types of people The Perfectionist Motivated by the
need to live life the right way, improve yourself and others, and avoid anger. The Helper Motivated by the
need to be loved and appreciated and to express your positive feelings towards others. The Achiever
Motivated by the need to be productive, to achieve success, and to avoid failure. The Romantic Motivated by
the need to understand your feelings and to be understood to search for the meaning of life, and to avoid
being ordinary. The Observer Motivated by the need to know everything and understand the universe, to be
self-sufficient and left alone, and to avoid not having the answer or looking foolish. The Questioner
Motivated by the need for security, to feel taken care of, or to confront your fears. The Adventurer Motivated
by the need to be happy and plan fun things, to contribute to the world, and to avoid suffering and pain. The
Asserter Motivated by the need to be self-reliant and strong, to make an impact on the world, and to avoid
being weak. The Peacemaker Motivated by the need to keep the peace, merge with others, and avoid conflict.
The bestselling beginner’s guide to identifying and understanding the nine personality profiles and applying
them to your daily life. The leading experts in the field, Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson have set the
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standard for determining personality type using the enneagram. Their studies of this ancient symbol and their
progress in determining type with increasing accuracy are known, taught, and emulated worldwide.
Discovering Your Personality Type is the essential introduction to this system, a psychological framework
that can be used practically, in many aspects of daily life. This revised and updated edition features the allnew, scientifically validated Riso-Hudson Type Indicator, and has also been refined and simplified to appeal
especially to beginners and anyone interested in unlocking the secrets of personality. The most reliable, most
accurate, and most accessible way to identify type, the improved enneagram questionnaire helps identify
fundamental character traits, revealing invaluable directions for change and growth. The profile that emerges
is useful for a wide variety of purposes: professional development, education, relationships, vocational
counseling, and more. Discovering Your Personality Type is the book readers need in order to begin to see
the possibilities made available by understanding personality types. More Than 1 Million Riso-Hudson
Enneagram Books Sold
Elizabeth Wagele, coauthor of The Enneagram Made Easy and Are You My Type, Am I Yours?, offers the
first practical guidebook for parents -- packed with her delightful cartoons -- on how the Enneagram can
help to understand and work with children's personality traits and behavioral patterns more effectively and
creatively. Using her expertise in making the Enneagram accessible through simple text and zany, informative
cartoons, Wagele shows parents how to be flexible and compassionate, willing and eager to recognize the
unique potential of every child and to respond to and nurture each child appropriately.
The first easy—and fun—guide to the Enneagram, the fascinating and revealing method of understanding
personality types, for the beginner, the expert, and everyone in between. This witty and informative guide
demystifies the ancient Enneagram system with cartoons, exercises, and personality tests that reveal our
motivations and desires and show how to put that knowledge to use in our everyday lives. The 9 Types of
People: The Perfectionist: Motivated by the need to live life the right way, improve oneself and others, and
avoid anger. The Helper: Motivated by the need to be loved and appreciated and to express your positive
feelings towards others. The Achiever: Motivated by the need to be productive, to achieve success, and to
avoid failure. The Romantic: Motivated by the need to understand your feelings and to be understood to
search for the meaning of life, and to avoid being ordinary. The Observer: Motivated by the need to know
everything and understand the universe, to be self-sufficient and left alone, and to avoid not having the
answer or looking foolish. The Questioner: Motivated by the need for security, to feel taken care of, or to
confront your fears. The Adventurer: Motivated by the need to be happy and plan fun things, to contribute
to the world, and to avoid suffering and pain. The Asserter: Motivated by the need to be self-reliant and
strong, to make an impact on the world, and to avoid being weak. The Peacemaker: Motivated by the need to
keep the peace, merge with others, and avoid conflict.
The Enneagram for Teens
The Enneagram in Love and Work
Finding the Way Home
The Enneagram Made Simple
How the 9 Personality Types Influence Your Food, Diet, and Exercise Choices
The Enneagram of Parenting
The Four Temperaments
Nine Faces of the Soul

The First and Only Scientifically Determined Enneagram Personality Test and Guide A
centuries-old psychological system with roots in sacred tradition, the Enneagram can
be an invaluable guide in your journey toward self-understanding and self-development.
In this book, Stanford University Medical School clinical professor of psychiatry David
Daniels and counseling psychologist Virginia Price offer the only scientifically
developed Enneagram test based upon extensive research combined with a selfdiscovery and personal-development guide. The most fundamental guide to the
Enneagram ever offered, this book features effective self-tests to determine simply and
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accurately what your personality type is. Daniels and Price provide step-by-step
instructions for taking inventory of how you think, what you feel, and what you
experience. They then guide you in your discovery of what your type means for your
personal well-being and your relationships with others, and they show you how to
maximize your inherent strengths. Brimming with empowering information for each of
the nine personality types—Perfectionist, Giver, Performer, Romantic, Observer, Loyal
Skeptic, Epicure, Protector, and Mediator—this one-of-a-kind book equips you with all
the tools you need to dramatically enhance your quality of life.
This “charming” one-of-a-kind collection reminds weary adults not to lose sight of the
values and virtues they learned as kids (The New York Times). Here are over three
hundred quotations from over two hundred well-loved children’s books, such as
Charlotte’s Web, Peter Pan, Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone, Eloise, Sounder,
Number the Stars, and Goodnight Moon, organized by topic, among them Acceptance,
Goodness, Family Woes, and Growing Old. On Silence: “I assure you that you can pick
up more information when you are listening than when you are talking.” —E. B.White,
The Trumpet of the Swan. On Reverence: “Dying’s part of the wheel, right there next to
being born . . . Being part of the whole thing, that’s the blessing.” —Natalie Babbitt,
Tuck Everlasting. With clever illustrations from Pierre Le-Tan, here is a book to share
with a friend or keep by your own bedside. It’s the perfect gift for your sister, your
mother, your brother, your nephew, your kid’s teacher, your daughter away at college,
your son in the Navy, your mailman, your priest, for the old lady next door, or for the
baby just born. Most importantly, give it to yourself. It will help you remember why you
loved reading in the first place. “Wise.” —The Dallas Morning News “Insightful.”
—Publishers Weekly
Buckle up, folks. It’s time to jump in, embrace your inner self, and release the things
that are holding you back from wholeness. Enter the Millenneagram. The Enneagram is
an ancient personality typing system that has a sneaky way of revealing who we are
and why we do the things we do. Using nine types, it gets to the root of our fears and
motivations, unveiling our inner-most selves. Millenneagram reinvigorates the
Enneagram by putting a modern spin on the classic nine types. Hannah Paasch,
creator of the popular #millenneagream threads on Twitter, reveals how this system
acts as a map toward our authentic selves. For Hannah, the Enneagram is not about
changing who we are, but rather nurturing and loving our whole selves, even the pain in
the ass qualities. “Only from this position of wholeness, rootedness in who we are, what
we believe, and what kind of story we are writing, will we be able to act bravely for the
sake of justice and humanity – to approach our f*cked-up world with the grounded
courage it asks of us.” With her trademark irreverent humor and empowering
affirmations, Millenneagram reframes the classic Enneagram types with a fresh
perspective and new names that cut right to the chase: #1 The Machine “I’m an
Enneagram 1 and I Can Fix This!” #2 The Parent “I’m an Enneagram 2 and Can I Get
You a Refill?” #3 The Winner “I’m an Enneagram 3 and All I Do Is Win.” #4 The
Tortured Artist “I’m an Enneagram 4 and I’m Deeper Than You.” #5 The Detective “I’m
an Enneagram 5 and I Read an Article About That.” #6 The Oracle “I’m an Enneagram
6 and I’m Loyal as Fuck.” #7 The Party “I’m an Enneagram 7 so This Might Be Vodka In
My Mug.” #8 The Dragon “I’m an Enneagram 8 so Nice Try, Bitch.” #9 The Wallflower
“I’m an Enneagram 9 so Let’s Just All Chill Out, Dude.” A powerful tool for selfPage 12/14
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discovery (that doesn’t take itself too seriously), Millenneagram is an invitation for
introspection and growth. Hannah’s revamped Enneagram goes beyond simply
identifying with a type: it gives us permission to be our truest, enough-as-is, bad-ass
selves.
The Enneagram Made EasyDiscover the 9 Types of PeopleHarper Collins
Discover Who You Are and Who You Can Be
Understanding Your Intimate and Business Relationships
The Enneagram Beginner's Guide
Discover Who You Really Are
If I'm So Wonderful, Why Am I Still Single?
Discover Who You Are And What You Want In Relationships, Love And Work In 30
Minutes Or Less! Finding Your Enneagram Type Made Easy.
The 9 Types of Children and How to Raise Them Successfully
Understanding the Enneagram
The definitive guide to using this ancient psychological system to gain self-knowledge
and achieve personal growth—now expanded and revised. The Enneagram is an
extraordinary framework for understanding more about ourselves. No matter from
which point of view we approach it, we discover fresh conjunctions of new and old
ideas. So writes Don Riso in this expanded edition of his classic interpretation of the
Enneagram, the ancient psychological system used to understand the human
personality. In addition to updating the descriptions of the nine personality types,
Personality Types, Revised greatly expands the accompanying guidelines and, for the
first time, uncovers the Core Dynamics, or Levels of Development, within each type.
This skeletal system provides far more information about the inner tension and
movements of the nine personalities than has previously been published. This
increased specificity will allow therapists, social workers, personnel managers,
students of the Enneagram, and general readers alike to use it with much greater
precision as they unlock the secrets of self-understanding, and thus selftransformation. “No Enneagram teachers I’ve come across offer such a rich and
dynamic picture of how each personality type expresses itself in the world, and the
process by which we can move through progressive stages of psychological and
spiritual growth.”—Tony Schwartz, author of What Really Matters: Searching for
Wisdom in America
It would be impossible for most of us to spend a day without coming into direct or
indirect contact with dozens of people family, friends, people in the street, at the office,
on television, in our fantasies and fears. Our relationships with others are the most
changeable, infuriating, pleasurable and mystifying elements in our lives. Personality
types, based on the ancient system of the Enneagram, will help you to enjoy more
satisfying and fulfilling relationships in all areas of your life by introducing you to the
nine basic personality types inherent in human nature. This knowledge will help you
better understand how others think and why they behave as they do, as well as
increasing your awareness of your own individual personality. Written by the leading
world authority on the Enneagram, it offers a framework for understanding ourselves
and those around us, as well as a wealth of practical insights for anyone interested in
psychology, counselling, teaching, social work, journalism and personal management.
ENNEAGRAM The Enneagram iѕ a personality tурing system based аrоund ninеdiѕtinсt
реrѕоnаlitу tуреѕ - the thеоrу bеing thаt еvеrуоnе fаllѕ intо оnеof these ninе саtеgоriеѕ.
A key tо bеing аblе to understand other people is tо first dеvеlор a рrореr
undеrѕtаnding оf оurѕеlvеѕ аndоnе way оf dоing thаt iѕ tо tаkе a look аt оurѕеlf viа thе
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Ennеаgrаm. Download Now! CHAPTER 1 THЕ ENNЕАGRАM ENNЕАGRАM - THЕ
ABSOLUTE BЕGINNЕR'Ѕ GUIDЕ TО THЕ ENNEAGRAM OF PЕRЅОNАLITУ THE SРRЕАD
ОF ENNEAGRAM AND UNDЕRЅTАNDING ITS BАЅIСЅ THЕ ENNЕАGRАM STRUCTURE
AND DЕЅIGN CHAPTER 2 THЕ ENNЕАGRАM РЕRЅОNАLITУ TЕЅT AN EXAMPLE OF
ENNЕАGRАM TЕЅT CHAPTER 3 SUBTУРЕЅ IN THE ENNЕАGRАM: WHУ THEY MАTTЕR
ENNEAGRAM TУРЕ 1 - THЕ PЕRFЕСTIОNIЅT ENNЕАGRАM TYPE 2 - THЕ
GIVЕR/HЕLРЕR ENNЕАGRАM TYPE 3 - THЕ PЕRFОRMЕR ENNЕАGRАM TУРЕ 4 - THЕ
TRAGIC ROMANTIC ENNEAGRAM TУРЕ 5 - THE OBSERVER ENNEAGRAM TYPE 6 THЕ TROOPER/GUARDIAN ENNEAGRAM TУРЕ 7 - THЕ DREAMER/EPICURE
ENNEAGRAM TYPE 8 - THЕ CОNFRОNTЕR/BОЅЅ ENNEAGRAM TYPE 9 MЕDIАTОR/PЕАСЕMАKЕR CHAPTER 4 ENHANCING RELATIONSHIPS WITH THЕ
ENNЕАGRАM SО WHАT CAN THЕ ENNЕАGRАM DО TО HЕLР YОU STRЕNGTHЕN
YОUR RELATIONSHIPS? CHAPTER 5 UNDERSTANDING THЕ ENNЕАGRАM 3 CЕNTЕRЅ
- HEART, MIND АND BОDУ CHAPTER 6 THЕ ENNEAGRAM АЅ A MАЅTЕR TOOL FОR
TRАNЅFОRMАTIОN CHAPTER 7 PЕRЅОNАL GRОWTH THRОUGH THЕ ENNЕАGRАM
GET IT NOW TO LEARN ALL ABOUT IT
A groundbreaking exploration of the spiritual dimension of working with the enneagram
by one of its earliest students and teachers in America. Here is one of the first books to
explore in an authentic and comprehensive way the original spiritual dimension of the
enneagram. Among the most knowledgeable teachers of the enneagram in America,
Sandra Maitri shows how the enneagram not only reveals our personalities, but
illuminates a basic essence within each of us. She shows how traversing the inner
territory particular to our ennea-type can bring us profound fulfillment and meaning, as
well as authentic spiritual development.
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